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Why monitor temperature and 
streamflow?

• Temp & flow are key features of freshwater 
habitat

• Freshwater and marine survival contribute 
equally to variation in run size (Bradford et al. 1995)

• Temp & flow are directly altered by climate 
change
– Anticipating habitat changes is essential for 

adaptive responses



Outline

• How can changing temp & flow affect salmon?
– Example mechanisms

• How are temp & flow changing in salmon 
streams?

• Evidence/projections for impacts to Cook Inlet 
salmon
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Temperature

• Growth potential is 
highest around 15°C

• Growth = survival

Coho salmon
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Changing temp & streamflow

Juvenile 
rearing

Adult
migration
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Modeled impacts to Coho production



Observed correlations with Chinook production

Maximum weekly temp 
during spawning

Weeks >15°C
during juvenile rearing

9.1% reduction in R/S 
per 1-SD increase

7.7% reduction in R/S 
per 1-SD increase

Alexander
Anchor

Campbell
Chuitna
Chulitna
Crooked

Deep
Deshka

Kenai (late)
Little Su

Little Willow
Montana
Ninilchik

Theodore
Willow

Average:



Observed correlations with Chinook production

Maximum precipitation 
during spawning/incubation

Average weekly precipitation
during juvenile rearing

Alexander
Anchor

Campbell
Chuitna
Chulitna
Crooked

Deep
Deshka

Kenai (late)
Little Su

Little Willow
Montana
Ninilchik

Theodore
Willow

15.4% reduction in R/S 
per 1-SD increase

8.5% increase in R/S 
per 1-SD increase

Average:



Conclusions

• Temperature and flow regimes are changing
• Salmon populations appear to be responding 

to these changes
• Continued monitoring is essential for 

informed landscape and fishery management
– Identifying key habitats & conservation actions
– Understanding fish effects

• Improving escapement goals & pre-season forecasts
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